Data on the production years of automobiles is available at Ebay Parts Compatibility Listings <https://pages.ebay.com/motors/compatibility/download.html>. A modified version of the Ebay data used in this analysis is available on FigShare at <https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9816326>. Data on the European Neolithic aggregated by EUROEVOL is available through the University College London Discovery repository <http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/1469811/>. Additional details about the data can also be found in Manning et al. or <http://doi.org/10.5334/joad.40>. All files and code used in the analysis can be accessed on Figshare at <https://figshare.com/projects/Quantitative_Workflow_for_Modeling_Diversification_in_Material_Culture/68645>, including the Supporting Information available at <https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9816731>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

One of the most conspicuous products of human cultural diversity is the astonishing number of physical objects created over the course of our history. In this paper, we use the term material culture to broadly describe the totality of physical objects that are created, used and embedded within cultural systems and historical contexts. Given the importance of material 'things' to understanding human history, we aim to demonstrate the potential of a novel quantitative framework for examining long-term changes in material culture. We rely on these methods to address three key questions:

-   What is the tempo of change in material culture over time?

-   When are the most significant changes in rates of diversification for material culture?

-   How do our estimates of diversification compare to existing models of cultural change?

The approach used here builds from a cultural evolutionary perspective to understand long-term changes in material culture. The application of evolutionary principles to understanding material culture has generated substantial debate around diverse topics, such as the role of technology in social change \[[@pone.0227579.ref001], [@pone.0227579.ref002]\], the process of innovation in cultural systems \[[@pone.0227579.ref003]--[@pone.0227579.ref006]\] and the compatibility of purposeful design or intention with evolutionary principles \[[@pone.0227579.ref007], [@pone.0227579.ref008]\]. One commonality of many existing approaches to material culture is an emphasis on the human subject and their relationship with material things \[[@pone.0227579.ref009]\]. Within the field of cultural evolution, this 'agent-centered perspective' \[[@pone.0227579.ref010], p.144\] often highlights how processes of individual and social learning influence the emergence, diffusion and optimization of innovations. Such studies are clearly important in developing mechanistic models of material culture change, but they are often limited to explaining changes in contemporary objects over short time scales for which detailed information is available. What is currently missing is an approach that is able to utilize the diverse but incomplete archaeological and historical record of material objects or artifacts. As is evident in biology, it is the deep-time record of organisms, identified through fossils, which provides the strongest documentation and evidence for long-term evolutionary change \[[@pone.0227579.ref011]\].

The fossil record served as the inspiration for seminal studies like *Tempo and Mode in Evolution* \[[@pone.0227579.ref012]\], which marked a rise in the use of fossils to study macroevolution (the evolution of taxa at or beyond the species level). Macroevolution is now often viewed as the field of evolutionary biology that provides a broad-scale perspective on the forces that shape diversity through time and space. In contrast to microevolutionary studies, macroevolutionary studies generally eschew explicit models of the population dynamics that lead to divergence and speciation in favor of phenomenological models that allow for origination and extinction of species within and across lineages \[[@pone.0227579.ref013], p.227\]. Macroevolutionary methods provide a framework for testing whether changes in rates of diversification are explained by discrete or continuous historical factors such as mass extinctions, changing temperatures, or the colonization of new habitats.

The methods we use to answer our research questions offer substantial added value to existing approaches by providing a flexible quantitative framework to examine long-term change using the material record. With our approach, we are able to 1) estimate rates of origination and extinction through continuous time as well as 2) pinpoint historical periods when significant changes occur in material culture diversity. Furthermore, we are able to compare long-term trends in diversity with process models of macro-scale change that derive from evolutionary biology (adaptive radiation, red queen hypothesis \[[@pone.0227579.ref014]\]), population ecology (predator-prey, Malthusian growth, resilience theory \[[@pone.0227579.ref015]\]) and economics (dominant designs \[[@pone.0227579.ref016]\], path dependence \[[@pone.0227579.ref017]\]). For example, Gjesfjeld et al. \[[@pone.0227579.ref018]\] find statistical support for the influence of competition and extinction in shaping the diversification history of American car models, similar to expectations from economic models \[[@pone.0227579.ref016]\]. Overall, the modeling framework presented here provides a unique and flexible set of statistical tools for estimating the tempo of artifact change and exploring the degree to which the diversification dynamics of material culture relate to broader hypotheses of cultural change.

Units of analysis {#sec002}
=================

The macroevolutionary approach to material culture requires the assumption that "cultural artefacts, like genes or language, reflect their history" \[[@pone.0227579.ref019], p.146\]. A similar sentiment is articulated by Brian Arthur \[[@pone.0227579.ref004]\]: "What is clear from the historical record is that modern versions of certain technologies do descend from earlier forms"\[p.8\]. Given the importance of inheritance to material culture, the most appropriate unit of analysis for our study is the *lineage* \[[@pone.0227579.ref010], p.144\]. A *lineage* in material culture can be broadly defined as a suite of features that persist in generation after generation of artifacts and display relatively minor changes through time. These features may include technological or morphological traits; lineages can also be defined in terms of economic or social features that demonstrate historical continuity.

We emphasize that our approach does not attempt to create taxonomic units (i.e. lineages) based on shared features. Instead, we use established classification schemes for material culture, which draw on decades of previous work by experts using a variety of evidence. We also do not attempt to infer phylogenetic patterns of inheritance \[[@pone.0227579.ref019]--[@pone.0227579.ref025]\]; this is not necessary for our scale of analysis, and it can be difficult to infer in many cultural contexts \[[@pone.0227579.ref026]\]. Broadly speaking, our approach can be used whenever a classification scheme (technological, economic, social) with appropriate lineage-like properties has been created. Furthermore, if multiple taxonomies are available, these results can be compared with each other; performing the same analysis using different classification schemes can help identify robust macroevolutionary patterns and processes.

Data {#sec003}
====

We illustrate our approach using two data sets that represent different structures of temporal data. The first is a data set of American car models and their first and last years of production, as identified by their listing in the Ebay Master Vehicle List \[[@pone.0227579.ref027]\]. We use automobiles as an illustrative example because they represent a highly diverse, long-lived system with extensive and accurate historical data. In total, 3,325 car models from manufacturers with their headquarters located in the United States were used in the analysis, along with their production age ranges (first and last year of production). Car models with gaps in production of over three years were coded as distinct lineages. We refer to this data structure as range data (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0227579.g001){ref-type="fig"}), because it only requires an origination date (first year of production) and an extinction date (last year of production), or the present year for car models currently being produced. We focus our analysis at the level of the car model, making the analytic assumption that different car models can be considered as distinct lineages: they have a commercial and cultural identity that persists through time with relatively minor changes in features and physical appearances \[[@pone.0227579.ref018]\]. This assumption may not be valid for a few car models over the history of American automobiles, but it likely holds for most car models in our analysis.

![Visual representation of our two data sets.\
A) The American automobiles data is structured as range data with two dates per car model, the first year of production and the last year of production, with consistent production assumed between these years. B) The radiocarbon data from the EUROEVOL project is representative of occurrence data, where each culture has a set of single age estimates. This graphic shows one set of random samples for each of the 22 archaeological cultures as drawn from each sample's calibrated probability distribution. This procedure is performed 100 times to ensure we are capturing the full range of possible ages for each culture.](pone.0227579.g001){#pone.0227579.g001}

Our second data set starts with 4,243 radiocarbon dates associated with archaeological pottery produced during the European Neolithic. This data was assembled by the Cultural Evolution of Neolithic Europe project (EUROEVOL) \[[@pone.0227579.ref028]\] and is openly accessible through the UCL Discovery repository <http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/1469811/>. From this larger data set, 22 pottery styles defined by EUROEVOL were selected for analysis based on a minimum sampling criterion along with good geographic and temporal representation as outlined in Manning et al. \[[@pone.0227579.ref029]\]. In total, 2,626 dates associated with these 22 cultures were chosen for analysis encompassing a range of Neolithic periods (see S1 Table in [S1 Data](#pone.0227579.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We refer to the structure of this data as occurrence data: in this data structure, we have a series of time stamps from each culture, but uncertainty about whether the oldest and youngest of our ages represent the "true" times of cultural origination and extinction (see [Fig 1B](#pone.0227579.g001){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that the EUROEVOL project specifically aimed to compile radiocarbon dates for cultures associated with the Early and Middle European Neolithic; radiocarbon data from later periods (after 4500 cal BP) are more incomplete compared with earlier periods (7500-4500 cal BP). We specifically acknowledge that by using the 22 cultures with the most data, we are limiting our ability to draw interpretations about periods outside of the Neolithic; for example, only 3 of the 2626 dates were associated with the Early Bronze Age period (see S1 Table in [S1 Data](#pone.0227579.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Undoubtedly, this transition from the Neolithic to Early Bronze Age is a dynamic period of cultural change involving a wide range of cultural groups from around Europe and the Eurasian steppe. However, the EUROEVOL data set currently lacks enough reliable radiocarbon dates to incorporate this period into our analysis.

Archaeological "cultures" in this data set are based on typological sequences developed by archaeologists from similarities and differences in pottery forms. These traditions of pottery manufacture, such as Linearbandkeramik (LBK) or Corded Ware, represent a classification of the archaeological record into more discrete spatial and temporal units. As highlighted by Manning et al. \[[@pone.0227579.ref029]\], viewing "cultures" as lineages should not suggest a belief in static and unchanging temporal entities, but rather that the variation between the archaeological cultures being analyzed is greater between them than within them. Therefore, these archaeological "cultures" of pottery traditions may not be useful for investigating local-scale dynamics, but are highly valuable for examining broad scale, macroevolutionary trends \[[@pone.0227579.ref029], p.1066\].

All radiocarbon data from the EUROEVOL project were provided as uncalibrated ^14^C ages and required calibration prior to analysis. Calibration was performed using the IntCal13 calibration curve \[[@pone.0227579.ref030]\] as implemented in the `rcarbon` package \[[@pone.0227579.ref031]\] for the `R` statistical environment \[[@pone.0227579.ref032]\]. The process of calibration provides each ^14^C sample with a probability distribution of ages based on the variability (or "wiggles") in the calibration curve across the radiocarbon age range. In order to accurately render the probabilistic nature of ^14^C data within a time series, each calibrated probability distribution was randomly sampled 100 times and weighted by their calibrated probabilities. In other words, each radiocarbon sample we obtained from the EUROEVOL data set had an additional 100 ages assigned to it based on the probabilities derived through calibration (see [Fig 1B](#pone.0227579.g001){ref-type="fig"} and SI for additional details).

By plotting the number of contemporaneous lineages through time, it is clear that our two data sets demonstrate dynamic diversification histories. In both instances, a strong pattern of increasing diversity followed by a sharp decline in diversity can be identified, with the shift for American automobiles occurring in the late 1980s ([Fig 2A](#pone.0227579.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and for Neolithic cultures around 5000 years ago ([Fig 2B](#pone.0227579.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The longevity of car models and cultures, as measured by their lifespans ([Fig 2C and 2D](#pone.0227579.g002){ref-type="fig"}), also demonstrates high variability with most tending towards shorter lifespans; however, a few car models and archaeological cultures do demonstrate much longer lifespans.

![Change over time in the the richness of American car models (A) and archaeological cultures (B) as well as histograms showing the distribution of lifespans for American car models (C) and archaeological cultures (D).\
The car models with the greatest longevity include the Chrysler Town & Country (1946-2016), the Chevrolet Corvette (1953-2018) and the Cadillac DeVille (1953-2005). The archaeological cultures with the longest lifespans are Trichterbecher, Linearbandkeramik and Ertebølle.](pone.0227579.g002){#pone.0227579.g002}

Methodology {#sec004}
===========

Birth-death process {#sec005}
-------------------

We modeled diversification based on a birth-death process, and used a Bayesian framework to infer the rates of origination and extinction. The birth-death process is a commonly used model of (macro)evolutionary change, in which origination and extinction are considered as stochastic events occurring at constant or varying rates \[[@pone.0227579.ref033], [@pone.0227579.ref034]\]. Origination and extinction rates can be estimated based on a set of origination and extinction times (i.e. range data) using a probabilistic framework, as shown in Gjesfjeld et al. \[[@pone.0227579.ref018]\].

If only occurrence data are available, the observed longevity of a lineage, i.e. the time between the oldest and youngest known occurrences of a lineage, is unlikely to capture its entire true duration. This is an inevitable consequence of the fact that occurrences represent an incomplete sample of the lineage history. Thus, inferring origination and extinction rates from occurrence data requires a joint estimation of the origination and extinction *times*, as outlined in our section on preservation models.

Since a birth-death framework only assumes that the emergence of new lineages is influenced by the number of existing lineages, this method removes strict branching assumptions inherent in alternative evolutionary frameworks (i.e. cladistic or phylogenetic approaches). Our method can therefore be applied to a wider range of data than these earlier frameworks; for example, it can be used with data exhibiting complex inheritance patterns, such as reticulation. A second and equally important contribution is the estimation of both origination and extinction rates. We used a Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm \[[@pone.0227579.ref035]\] to infer origination and extinction rates and their temporal variation. The method starts with the simplest birth-death process of constant origination and extinction rates and models rate heterogeneity by identifying times of rate shifts. The number and temporal placements of the rate shifts, as well as the origination and extinction rates between shifts, are jointly sampled from their posterior distribution using the RJMCMC algorithm as implemented in the open-source program PyRate \[[@pone.0227579.ref036]\]. Broadly speaking, the RJMCMC allows us to statistically tease apart stochastic fluctuations of diversity from significant changes in origination and extinction rates. \[[@pone.0227579.ref037]\]. Strongly supported rate shifts are identified through Bayes factors and are considered more likely to correspond with the occurrence of important historical events or macroevolutionary mechanisms.

The timing of significant rate changes is determined by computing the frequency of sampling a rate shift based on the RJMCMC posterior samples (see \[[@pone.0227579.ref037]\] for details). An MCMC simulation is performed to evaluate the number of times a rate shift exceeds expectations based on the priors (a uniform distribution on shift times and a Poisson distribution on the number of shifts). Posterior support for rate shifts are evaluated based on standard log Bayes factors thresholds (2logBF = 2 indicates positive support, 2logBF = 6 indicates strong support \[[@pone.0227579.ref038]\]).

Preservation models {#sec006}
-------------------

Because the archaeological and historical record of material culture is almost always incomplete, we model the set of sampled occurrences for each lineage as the result of a Poisson process, in which a preservation rate quantifies the expected number of occurrences per lineage per time unit. We used the PyRate method to couple a Poisson process of preservation with the birth-death model of diversification and jointly estimate 1) the times of origination and extinction for each lineage, 2) the preservation rate, and 3) the origination and extinction rates \[[@pone.0227579.ref033]\]. The preservation process can be affected by several factors, such as the preservation potential of the material (stone tools versus fiber baskets), sampling effort, geographic range, and age. Thus, preservation rates are likely to change over time and across lineages.

We tested three different models of preservation using a maximum likelihood framework \[[@pone.0227579.ref037]\]: 1) a homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP) that assumes a constant preservation rate through time; 2) a non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) that assumes preservation rates change along the lifespan of a lineage following a bell-shaped curve (modeled by an extended beta distribution) with rates lower nearer to the times of origination and extinction; 3) a time-variable Poisson process (TPP) in which preservation rates can vary at predefined times of shift. The NHPP model was implemented based on the the expectation that new forms originate from a small initial production, later expanding in their abundance and geographic distribution, and decline toward the end of their lifespan.

All preservation models are additionally able to account for rate heterogeneity among lineages, by assuming that preservation varies among lineages according to an estimated gamma distribution (see \[[@pone.0227579.ref037]\] for additional details). The relative fit of each model is calculated using the Akaike Information Criterion corrected (AICc) for the number of analyzed lineages. We used PyRate's predefined thresholds to assess the statistical significance of the AICc differences across models.

Implementation {#sec007}
--------------

All birth-death and preservation models used in the analyses are implemented in the open-source program PyRate \[[@pone.0227579.ref036], [@pone.0227579.ref037]\]. This program implements a Bayesian framework to jointly estimate the parameters of the birth-death process (origination and extinction rates through time), and, if necessary, the preservation process (times of origination and extinction and preservation rates). To account for uncertainties in the radiocarbon dating of the occurrences, we implemented a new function to re-sample the age of each occurrence based on the probability density function obtained from `rcarbon` \[[@pone.0227579.ref031]\]. PyRate analyses can then be replicated across samples to incorporate age uncertainties in the estimated rates. Tutorials and articles outlining the application of PyRate are currently available \[[@pone.0227579.ref039]\], with additional resources provided in the supplemental information.

While the estimation of a preservation rate in combination with origination and extinction rates is recommended with occurrence data, this step is unnecessary when the exact times of origination and extinction are known, such as the automobile age range data used here. This greatly decreases the computational burden of the analysis and we therefore implemented a streamlined version of the PyRate method, which is specifically designed for range data. This implementation, named LiteRate, implements the same RJMCMC algorithm available in PyRate to estimate variation in origination and extinction rates through time. If origination and extinction times are known, as is likely for many modern objects, this alternative implementation is able to handle very large data sets (tens of thousands of lineages and more) while reducing the computing time by orders of magnitude compared to the standard PyRate implementation. The program LiteRate is available on GitHub: <https://github.com/dsilvestro/LiteRate> \[[@pone.0227579.ref040]\].

Analysis settings {#sec008}
-----------------

We analyzed the car data using LiteRate with 20 million RJMCMC iterations, sampling at each 2000th interval (see supplemental information). We analyzed the archaeological data using PyRate. We first tested for the best preservation process, then ran 10 million RJMCMC iterations sampling at every 1000th interval on 100 replicates (see supplemental information). We adjusted the prior settings to accommodate large values of preservation rates based on the maximum likelihood rate estimates. Specifically, the prior on preservation rates was set to a vague exponential prior with a rate parameter of 0.01 to allow for a wide range of preservation rate values, including rates much higher than those expected from fossil data. The list of commands and input data are available as SI. All the parameters of interest, chiefly origination and extinction rates through time, were summarized with a mean and 95% credible intervals.

Results and discussion {#sec009}
======================

American automobiles {#sec010}
--------------------

Results from the analysis of American automobiles indicate that origination and extinction rates closely follow each other through time, a trend also recognized in previous studies using an alternative and more conservative birth-death MCMC (BDMCMC) algorithm \[[@pone.0227579.ref018], [@pone.0227579.ref037]\]. Two dynamic historical periods not previously identified in the more conservative analysis occurred during the early 1920s and the late 1990s-2000s. Starting around 1919, origination and extinction rates both drop substantially for approximately five years before rebounding to previous levels (see [Fig 3A](#pone.0227579.g003){ref-type="fig"}). One possible explanation for this is the impact of mass production on the automotive industry, particularly the market dominance of the Ford Model T during this period. A second period of interest not previously identified is the dominant rise of the sport utility vehicle (SUV) during the late 1990s and early 2000s, which is punctuated by the financial crisis of 2007-2008 and subsequent recession. This time period represents one of the few periods where origination and extinction rates do not closely resemble each other. Rather, we see a series of significant shifts in extinction rates but not a significant change in car model origination rates. This result matches the historical evidence; due to the restructuring of General Motors and Chrysler after the financial crisis, many car models (and even some car makes) were discontinued without being replaced, as production shifted to focus on high-profit truck and SUV models. Ultimately, we can infer that the diversification history of American car models is influenced by a number of factors. Some changes, such as the rise of the Model T or SUVs, are likely associated with changing consumer preferences or fashion cycles. However, we also see major fluctuations in car model diversity that coincide with (and are likely driver by) external changes in the socio-economic environment, such as the declines in car model diversity associated with World War II and the 1970s Arab Oil Crises.

![Rates of diversification through time for American car models.\
A) Solid lines indicate mean origination and extinction rate for each year with shaded areas representing 95% highest probability densities. B) Changes in the net diversification rate through time (origination rate---extinction rate) with the dotted line indicated net diversification of 0. C) Frequency of rate shifts based on posterior samples for each time unit of our analysis. Dotted lines indicate the strength of evidence for the rate shift frequency as corresponding to the standard natural log Bayes Factors thresholds \[[@pone.0227579.ref038]\] of 2 (lower dotted line) and 6 (higher dotted line).](pone.0227579.g003){#pone.0227579.g003}

A second outcome of our updated analysis using RJMCMC is that the negative net diversification rate between the mid-1990s to the mid-2010s has rebounded over the last few years to be a small, but positive net diversification rate. This suggests that for the first time since the mid-1990s, the total diversity of American car models is increasing as more new car models are originating than are being discontinued. The most likely cause for this gain in diversity is the emergence of a slow, but growing electric car market \[[@pone.0227579.ref041]\], a trend predicted in a previous publication \[[@pone.0227579.ref018]\].

Overall, the results of our updated analysis are encouraging. We increased temporal resolution but also replicated the correlation between origination and extinction rates. As with the earlier analysis \[[@pone.0227579.ref018]\], our results are consistent with historical research that highlights the dynamism of the American automobile industry and the importance of both external and internal factors in driving diversification dynamics.

Neolithic Europe {#sec011}
----------------

Results of the preservation model test indicate the best fitting preservation model for our Neolithic Europe occurrence data is a non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) (see [Table 1](#pone.0227579.t001){ref-type="table"}). As discussed above, this model assumes that preservation rates change along the lifespan of a lineage following a bell-shaped distribution. A gamma model was also implemented to account for rate heterogeneity across lineages.

10.1371/journal.pone.0227579.t001

###### Results of preservation model test indicating significant support for the NHPP preservation model.

TPP model used a three-period model broadly based on European archaeological phases (see supplemental information for additional details).

![](pone.0227579.t001){#pone.0227579.t001g}

  Model   Maximum Likelihood   Preservation Rate(s)   AICc    dAICc
  ------- -------------------- ---------------------- ------- ------------
  NHPP    -3931.17             79.3                   7864    \-
  TPP     -5180.35             105.05,101.48,75.30    10368   2504\*\*\*
  HPP     -5235.99             87.53                  10474   2610\*\*\*

Estimates of origination and extinction rates of European Neolithic cultures demonstrate three distinct phases ([Fig 4A](#pone.0227579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The first phase (7500-5800 cal BP) is one of substantial growth in the richness of cultures with a high origination rate and low extinction rate that suggests rapid linear growth in the number of archaeological cultures / traditions. The second phase (5800-5000) is marked by a major transition with a dramatic slowdown in the origination rate leading to a period of limited growth in the number of archaeological cultures. This period witnesses the "tipping point" where the diversity of pottery styles slows and begins to decline, approximately around 5500 cal BP. The final phase (5000-4500) highlights a dramatic and sustained rise in the extinction rate with low rates of origination. The cumulative outcome of these phases is a gradual decline in net diversification starting approximately 5800 cal BP and continuing to the end of the Neolithic period ([Fig 4B](#pone.0227579.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Rates of diversification through time for cultures of the European Neolithic.\
A) Solid lines indicate mean origination and extinction rate for each year with shaded areas representing 95% highest probability densities. B) Changes in the net diversification rate through time (origination rate---extinction rate) with the dotted line indicated net diversification of 0. C) Frequency of rate shifts based on posterior samples for each time unit of our analysis. Dotted lines indicate the significance of the rate shift frequency as corresponding to the logged Bayes Factors of 2 (lower dotted line) and 6 (higher dotted line).](pone.0227579.g004){#pone.0227579.g004}

The value of our approach is the ability to disentangle the diversity of pottery types into its constituent parts of origination and extinction. As shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0227579.g005){ref-type="fig"}, cultural diversity, as measured by the richness of pottery forms, steadily increases from 7500 cal BP to 5800 cal BP, plateaus between 5800 to 5000 cal BP, and then declines after 5000 ([Fig 5A](#pone.0227579.g005){ref-type="fig"}). However, this diversity trajectory could be the product of different origination and extinction relationships, such as a stable origination rate and increasing extinction rate ([Fig 5B](#pone.0227579.g005){ref-type="fig"}), a stable extinction rate and a decreasing origination rate ([Fig 5C](#pone.0227579.g005){ref-type="fig"}), or a combination of a declining origination rate and a increasing extinction rate ([Fig 5D](#pone.0227579.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Overall log richness of archaeological cultures (i.e. pottery types) (A) with three scenarios that would produce a similar pattern of rising diversity followed by a decline in diversity.\
This includes a A) a constant origination rate (blue) and increasing extinction rate (red); B) a declining origination rate and constant extinction rate; and C) a declining origination rate and increasing extinction rate.](pone.0227579.g005){#pone.0227579.g005}

The pattern estimated using our approach ([Fig 4A](#pone.0227579.g004){ref-type="fig"}) suggests the most likely diversification scenario: the combination of a declining origination rate and increasing extinction rate. This is a valuable insight, as it mirrors diversification dynamics associated with the red queen hypothesis \[[@pone.0227579.ref042]\]. Broadly speaking, the red queen hypothesis \[[@pone.0227579.ref014]\] suggests that in a changing or deteriorating environment, simply maintaining existing diversity requires constant adaptation to environmental conditions. Red queen evolutionary dynamics can drive diversity loss if origination rates decrease and do not compensate for increasing extinction \[[@pone.0227579.ref042]\]. Empirical fossil data from terrestrial mammals highlight how both origination and extinction rates impact the diversity trajectory, showing that decreasing origination rates are just as important as increasing extinction rates in determining the rise and demise of biological clades \[[@pone.0227579.ref042], [@pone.0227579.ref043]\].

The underlying processes that influence origination and extinction rates are undoubtedly a combination of both internal and external factors. In our archaeological example, the precise factors that produce the red queen pattern can be difficult to ascertain, but we can broadly hypothesize a deterioration in the socio-ecological environment. Recently, Colledge et al. \[[@pone.0227579.ref044]\] provide evidence for this deterioration by demonstrating a decline in agricultural production due to a decrease in the soil fertility of arable lands at approximately 5500 cal BP. These changes in agriculture also correlate with declines in population densities highlighted in summed radiocarbon distribution models \[[@pone.0227579.ref045]\] as well as our temporal estimates of shifts in material culture origination rates ([Fig 4C](#pone.0227579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These pieces of evidence suggest a combination of internal (population growth) and external (soil fertility) factors coming together between 5800-5500 cal BP to create a "tipping point" that disrupts the existing cultural system and drives the loss of material culture diversity.

Conclusion {#sec012}
==========

The fossil record has proven to be a valuable source of evidence for biological evolution. We view the archaeological and historical record of material culture as equally valuable for understanding cultural evolution. Here, we presented a novel workflow that models diversification dynamics using temporal data from different kinds of material culture. We consider this quantitative framework as providing substantial added value in examining material culture change based on four features. The first is that our approach builds from a flexible evolutionary assumption that the current diversity of material culture is a product of previous diversity. This is different from the application of a cladistic or phylogenetic approach, which like our approach assumes inheritance, but often includes a more explicit assumption about the underlying bifurcating process of origination, which has been criticized \[[@pone.0227579.ref019]\].

The second feature of our approach is its implementation in a hierarchical and fully probabilistic framework that provides robust statistical evidence for testing macroevolutionary models and for quantifying the uncertainty around diversification rate estimates. The Bayesian RJMCMC algorithm implemented here allows us to explore a potentially infinite number of models, while distinguishing between noise and signal in temporal changes of birth and death rates. This allows for models of change that account for both diversification and preservation or sampling processes. In addition, it permits the use of incomplete archaeological and historical data by explicitly modeling the heterogeneity of sampling for each lineage.

Third, in this framework we model the dynamics of origination, but also the equally dynamic, far less well-understood patterns of extinction. Just like the majority of biological organisms, most innovations in human history are functionally extinct. The process of extinction or loss is often assumed to be part of an adaptive process in which a new and potentially better lineage emerges that out-competes the previous ones. Our approach provides a framework to explore whether macro-scale models used to explain diversity loss from evolutionary biology \[[@pone.0227579.ref014], [@pone.0227579.ref042], [@pone.0227579.ref046]\] are also applicable to understanding cultural extinction \[[@pone.0227579.ref047]\].

Finally, our approach makes it tractable to leverage the vast, but incomplete archaeological and historical information about changes in material culture through time. With the exploding availability of digital databases of artifacts, often containing associated temporal data, we see our methodology using age ranges and occurrences as flexible enough to be applied to a wide range of potential data sets, yet robust enough to easily compare between different forms. This creates opportunities to evaluate a wide range of material culture forms and explore potential commonalities in the mode and tempo of change. Overall, we argue that by using robust quantitative methods for modeling the macroevolutionary dynamics of material culture change, we can complement existing cultural evolutionary studies by providing robust historical evidence for the patterns and processes of cultural change.

Supporting information {#sec013}
======================

###### 

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Peter F. Biehl, PhD

Academic Editor
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**Journal Requirements:**

1\. When submitting your revision, we need you to address these additional requirements.

Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at

<http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

2\. Please include captions for your Supporting Information files at the end of your manuscript, and update any in-text citations to match accordingly. Please see our Supporting Information guidelines for more information: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/supporting-information>.

**Additional Editor Comments (if provided):**

Your manuscript has now been seen by two referees, whose comments are appended below. You will see from these comments that while the referees find your work of potential interest, they have raised substantial concerns that must be addressed. In light of these comments, we cannot accept the manuscript for publication, but would be interested in considering a revised version that addresses these serious concerns.

We hope you will find the referees\' comments useful as you decide how to proceed. Should presentation of further data and analysis allow you to address these criticisms, we would be happy to look at a substantially revised manuscript. However, please bear in mind that we will be reluctant to approach the referees again in the absence of major revisions.

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The authors present an intriguing method for examining diachronic change and diversity in technological systems. The article is well-written and easy to follow. The methods are discussed very clearly in the article and accompanying supplement, enabling readers to replicate their methodology.

I have concerns with the choice of archaeological case study, which relies on general Neolithic cultural typology. This somewhat undermines the proposed focus on particular technological assemblages. The modern case study and discussion involving automobiles is far more instructive, showing the model\'s ability to illustrate the emergence and \"extinction\" of automotive models and types within a broader socioeconomic context. However I understand that this is an initial explication of the method and hope more detailed archaeological applications will follow.

The choice to take the discussion into a demographic direction is a mistake, in my opinion. Demographic models based on radiocarbon data are poor in terms of their resolution, theoretically contentious in terms of their founding assumptions, and often correlate poorly with archaeological and environmental proxies in those regions where different classes of data can be compared. I think that, at the very least, the authors should acknowledge these limitations and address some of the following points listed below.

Line 127: change \"investigate\" to \"investigating\"

Line 129: \"data\" is a plural noun; change \"was\" to \"were\"

Lines 134-139: From a radiocarbon perspective I found this explanation to initially be a little confusing. As I read on I got the gist of it - that you are resampling each probability distribution so that it can be approximated by discrete data points. It would help to just clarify its introduction a little more; something along the lines of \"In order to accurately render the probabilistic nature of 14C data within a time series, each calibrated probability distribution was randomly sampled 100 times \[\...\].\" I appreciate your method\... it is far better than dealing with means or medians as many studies do.

Line 144: The Early Bronze Age transition is an important point of discussion that you seem to ignore in this paper (more below).

Lines 321-322: Why? Can you demonstrate that the number or \"richness\" of cultural groups is correlated with population? Your demographic proxy is based on radiocarbon, which is at best a crude proxy for population and is subject to extensive sampling bias. \"Boom and bust\" is in vogue in many macro-scale analyses performed by Shennan and his colleagues, but where has it been verified in regional archaeological data sets? This deserves expansion and discussion, because use of 14C in this manner is by no means universally accepted among archaeologists or radiocarbon specialists (cf. Attenbrow and Hiscock 2015; Contreras and Meadows 2014; Torfing 2016; and, in North America, the whole saga of comments and responses associated with Buchanan et al. 2008).

Line 327: Can you better explain how Puleston et al.\'s research is applicable to Neolithic Europe? It is an apt conceptual model, but it is assuming hard limits to growth based on available resources and territory in a static, closed system. Settlement patterns in Neolithic Europe tend towards constant movement and expansion into peripheral regions, behavior which continued well into the Eneolithic. It is perhaps applicable during the 4th millennium BC, when widespread changes to more mobile subsistence regimes occur in the run-up to the EBA transition and a case could be made that potential natural increase is depressed. Without further explanation it kind of seems like you\'re arbitrarily imposing a model here, trying to shove a square peg in a round hole.

Lines 330-334: Is the \"population\" being discussed describing the statistical population of archaeological cultures, or the inferred actual human population? I don\'t disagree with these trends on a very general level (then again, at these levels, many phenomena will take on a vaguely Gaussian distribution), but you\'re also only telling part of the story. At 5000 cal BP, where you are showing (correctly) a precipitous drop in Neolithic cultural groups, there is a rapid influx of Early Bronze Age groups coming from the Eurasian steppe. This at least bears mentioning: that these groups during the Terminal Neo-Eneolithic are not existing in a closed system.

Reviewer \#2: This is an excellent paper that makes a novel contribution to empirical studies of cultural evolution and in doing so contributes new insights. I do though have one significant substantive concern: it\'s not clear to that the diversification processes concerned relate to technology. In the case of the American automobiles isn\'t most of it just fashion change? In the case of the Neolithic cultures there\'s little evidence that the diversification relates to subsistence, the most important technology. It is basically a pattern of cultural descent and differentiation arising from spatial expansion and growing isolation by distance of the groups concerned.

If the authors want to insist that their paper is about diversification in technology rather than fashion then they need to show how this is the case

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*
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10 Dec 2019

Response to Reviewer Comments: A quantitative workflow for modeling diversification in material culture (Gjesfjeld, Silvestro, Chang, Koch, Foster and Alfaro)

We would first like to say thank you to the reviewers for very helpful and insightful comments that we all believe strengthened the manuscript. Based on the reviewer suggestions, a number of significant changes were made to the manuscript and the details of these changes can be found in the italicized responses below.

Reviewer \#1: The authors present an intriguing method for examining diachronic change and diversity in technological systems. The article is well-written and easy to follow. The methods are discussed very clearly in the article and accompanying supplement, enabling readers to replicate their methodology.

I have concerns with the choice of archaeological case study, which relies on general Neolithic cultural typology. This somewhat undermines the proposed focus on particular technological assemblages. The modern case study and discussion involving automobiles is far more instructive, showing the model\'s ability to illustrate the emergence and \"extinction\" of automotive models and types within a broader socioeconomic context. However I understand that this is an initial explication of the method and hope more detailed archaeological applications will follow.

The choice to take the discussion into a demographic direction is a mistake, in my opinion. Demographic models based on radiocarbon data are poor in terms of their resolution, theoretically contentious in terms of their founding assumptions, and often correlate poorly with archaeological and environmental proxies in those regions where different classes of data can be compared. I think that, at the very least, the authors should acknowledge these limitations and address some of the following points listed below.

Response: See Below

Line 127: change \"investigate\" to \"investigating\"

Response: Fixed

Line 129: \"data\" is a plural noun; change \"was\" to \"were\"

Response: Fixed

Lines 134-139: From a radiocarbon perspective I found this explanation to initially be a little confusing. As I read on I got the gist of it - that you are resampling each probability distribution so that it can be approximated by discrete data points. It would help to just clarify its introduction a little more; something along the lines of \"In order to accurately render the probabilistic nature of 14C data within a time series, each calibrated probability distribution was randomly sampled 100 times \[\...\].\" I appreciate your method\... it is far better than dealing with means or medians as many studies do.

Response: Yes, this is exactly what we are doing and the text has incorporated the suggested text above

Line 144: The Early Bronze Age transition is an important point of discussion that you seem to ignore in this paper (more below).

-Yes, we agree but this is largely because the EUROEVOL data set does not have reliable data on the Early Bronze Age. In speaking with the PI of the EUROEVOL project (Stephen Shennan), we were strongly advised to not use radiocarbon dates in the EUROEVOL data set associated with the Early Bronze Age as this was not the focus of their inquiry and there was no systematic attempt to acquire dates that are associated with this period, unlike the Neolithic samples. We are by no means discounting the importance of the Neolithic-Early Bronze Age transition but simply did feel that we had the necessary data to analyze this period, both in terms of radiocarbon dates and their associated pottery types. Furthermore, we feel the main contribution of the paper is a methodological one and not about the complexities of the Eneolithic / Chacolithic period (which none of us are qualified to discuss in great detail).

Lines 321-322: Why? Can you demonstrate that the number or \"richness\" of cultural groups is correlated with population? Your demographic proxy is based on radiocarbon, which is at best a crude proxy for population and is subject to extensive sampling bias. \"Boom and bust\" is in vogue in many macro-scale analyses performed by Shennan and his colleagues, but where has it been verified in regional archaeological data sets? This deserves expansion and discussion, because use of 14C in this manner is by no means universally accepted among archaeologists or radiocarbon specialists (cf. Attenbrow and Hiscock 2015; Contreras and Meadows 2014; Torfing 2016; and, in North America, the whole saga of comments and responses associated with Buchanan et al. 2008).

Line 327: Can you better explain how Puleston et al.\'s research is applicable to Neolithic Europe? It is an apt conceptual model, but it is assuming hard limits to growth based on available resources and territory in a static, closed system. Settlement patterns in Neolithic Europe tend towards constant movement and expansion into peripheral regions, behavior which continued well into the Eneolithic. It is perhaps applicable during the 4th millennium BC, when widespread changes to more mobile subsistence regimes occur in the run-up to the EBA transition and a case could be made that potential natural increase is depressed. Without further explanation it kind of seems like you\'re arbitrarily imposing a model here, trying to shove a square peg in a round hole.

Lines 330-334: Is the \"population\" being discussed describing the statistical population of archaeological cultures, or the inferred actual human population? I don\'t disagree with these trends on a very general level (then again, at these levels, many phenomena will take on a vaguely Gaussian distribution), but you\'re also only telling part of the story. At 5000 cal BP, where you are showing (correctly) a precipitous drop in Neolithic cultural groups, there is a rapid influx of Early Bronze Age groups coming from the Eurasian steppe. This at least bears mentioning: that these groups during the Terminal Neo-Eneolithic are not existing in a closed system.

Response: Once again, we agree with the reviewer's concern about our interpretation of the origination and extinction rates in a demographic framework. After further consideration, we have removed this paragraph and our discussion of Puleston's invisible cliff model. We agree that the conceptual and methodological leap between the two is a bit tenuous and admittedly a little forced (as noted by the reviewer).

We have decided to take our discussion in a different direction and interpret our diversification patterns within existing macroevolutionary models, as we believe this is a more justifiable and clearer connection given our methodological approach. Specifically, we now highlight how diversity loss (or extinction) appears to be driven by the combination of declining origination rates and increasing extinction rates. This pattern is very similar to expectations of a "red queen" extinction scenario, as suggested by Quental and Marshall in their 2013 Science paper. We see this interpretation as one is more directly connected to our results and does not rely on demographic estimates from radiocarbon data, which admittedly can be controversial, as suggested by the reviewer. We do draw parallels between our red queen interpretation and recent archaeological evidence that suggests a deteriorating agricultural environment, perhaps caused by substanial population growth (Colledge et al. 2019). That being said, we did not want to produce a lengthy discussion on the European Neolithic, as this is not the goal of this paper and we are not qualified to discuss this in detail. We simply want to show that our method can produce new insights into material culture diversity patterns that can potentially help to further inform the evolutionary and historical processes underlying these patterns.

Reviewer \#2

This is an excellent paper that makes a novel contribution to empirical studies of cultural evolution and in doing so contributes new insights. I do though have one significant substantive concern: it\'s not clear to that the diversification processes concerned relate to technology. In the case of the American automobiles isn\'t most of it just fashion change? In the case of the Neolithic cultures there\'s little evidence that the diversification relates to subsistence, the most important technology. It is basically a pattern of cultural descent and differentiation arising from spatial expansion and growing isolation by distance of the groups concerned. If the authors want to insist that their paper is about diversification in technology rather than fashion then they need to show how this is the case.

Response: The reviewer brings up an excellent point and one that admittedly we struggled with when writing this paper. We often debated whether \"technology\" was the correct term for what we were investigating or whether we should use a more generic term like "cultural things", which would more broadly include fashion change, or more neutral processes of change. In this revision, we opted to use the term "material culture" rather than "technologies", as the latter may be too restrictive of term and comes with many additional connotations and variable definitions (although we see technologies as a subset of material culture). We hope that the term \"material culture\" reflects a broader conceptualization of physical objects and better signals that we are open to a range of processes that can produce diversification patterns that our methods identify, including fashion change.

As for the comment about fashion change in American automobiles, I would argue that if fashion change was the underlying driver of diversity in American car models, we would expect a fairly constant rate of turnover and therefore diversification rates, which is the initial assumption of our modeling framework. We are assuming (perhaps wrongly) that neutral fashion cycles would produce constant or linear origination and extinction rates through time, as the turnover rate in fashion cycles tends to be fairly linear. However, in both our examples we find our best fitting model is not one of constant change, but rather models that have major shifts in diversification rates during certain historical times. We would further argue that fashion change (in a neutral sense) is likely influencing changes in diversity, but these cycles are often disrupted by \"external\" changes in the social and economic environment. In the cars example, these disruptions seem to occur relatively frequently, whereas in the Neolithic cultures, there may be long period (7500-5800 cal BP), where the relationship between origination rates and extinction rates is fairly constant. That being said, fashion cycles can be difficult to measure using artifact richness, especially without reliable frequency information. We have added a few sentences (Lines 281-287) that highlight the above point, that the diversification pattern of automobiles that we see is most likely a combination of changing consumer preferences that are punctuated by major "external" events (WWII, Arab Oil Crises).

In response to comments from the first reviewer, we have also adjusted our discussion about comparing diversification rates with demographic processes. In the revised version, we suggest that our diversification pattern is most similar to a "red queen" scenario as demonstrated by Quental and Marshall (2013). The process underlying a red queen pattern is often considered to be environmental deterioration and a failure for organisms to adapt to changing conditions. In this respect, changes in pottery diversity (and population) do correlate to changes in agricultural productivity and subsistence practices as highlighted in the recent article by Colledge et al. 2019. I would agree with the reviewer that one likely underlying process in the first phase (7500-5800 cal BP) is spatial expansion and then growing isolation by distance, which would produce steady gains in diversity. The insights produced from our approach is that this process has a fairly quick and dramatic end, potentially due to worsening social and ecological conditions, as argued above. Broadly speaking, our approach is aimed at quantifying patterns of diversification, which do not directly identify specific cultural or demographic processes but rather aim to narrow the range of potential processes that might explain the pattern.
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Reviewers\' comments:
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**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#1: All comments have been addressed

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: (No Response)
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**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).
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